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But for the fact that we have known Alex for over a 
decade and that he is a delightful guy with A1 manners; 
he crafts beautifully well thought out wines, he takes his 
custodianship of this venture very seriously.
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m o d e r n

WineAbout the
Carefully selected parcels of grapes originating 
from Keermont farm, gently handled and vinified 
on site.  
For the time being, all Keermont wines are strictly 
“Estate”.  (Note: let’s see if financial considerations 
pushes them off course at some point. ) 
Aged in seasoned white wine barrels for a period 
of 12 months; this blend of old vine Chenin blanc, 
Chardonnay, Sauvignon blanc & Viognier is both 
exuberant and balanced.

aniseed
flowers

Winemaker
About the farm &

High up in the Blaauwklippen 
valley of the Helderberg is where 
Alex Starey and owner Mark Wraith 
are busy creating a new chapter 
for Stellenbosch wine.

For Alex, it’s a return to his roots, as 
his father was the estate manager 
years ago of a farm that covered 
the section now carved out as 
Keermont.

VintageAbout the

Ripening slowed considerably after the 
rain and we could harvest the 51 tons of 
grapes which had survived the wind under 
relatively calm conditions. We eventually 
processed 32 tons of grapes in the winery.”

Helderberg is all about decomposed 
Tablemountain sandstone and Koffieklip 
(coffestone) delivering rich and tannin 
driven wines.

SoilsRegion &

Don’t pair with people who think 
white wine can’t age.  

Bad pairing ideas

                        rich          inviting

A gentleman in every possible way, Alex is 
focused on establishing his vineyards with 
pedantic attention to detail, before allowing it 
into a bottle of Keermont wines. 

This attention to detail is paying off; as there truly 
is not a shabby bottle of wine in their portfolio.

Minimal intervention, backed with oodles of 
patience.... tada... you have Keermont.
PS: Alex is ALSO a surfer.  

The vintage report from the horses mouth himself.

“2013 can be considered as our most challenging season 
yet at Keermont Vineyards. Generally, it was a very good 
growing season. It started with a cold and wet winter and 
wet spring. We faced the usual challenges at budburst 
with the mountain wildlife feeding on the young buds 
as well as strong winds and even a serious hail storm. 
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Because it’s one of the very very very few 
Pinotages we’ve ever been truly excited 
about. We hope it will be infectious !
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It is hard to describe Thinus, he is a mix between 
the front man for The Strokes & Harvey Keitel... but 
obviously younger; and currently probably a bit 
poorer... Thinus Kruger is a wild child, a maveric, a poet, 
likely a surfer, a sailor, a barefoot icon in the making.
He is not big on the limelight, yet this wines need a big 
beaming spotlight on it.
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R 190 per bottle R 1140 per case
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Winemaking
About the 

The vineyards would have been digged 
out years ago, but the farmer simply 
couldn’t afford a digger-loader and diesel 
to rip the vines out..... luckily.  

Thinus reckons the vines are probably safe 
now and pays the farmer in home-made 
salami and knit-wear.   

WineAbout the
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WinemakerAbout the 

Clanwilliam sits right in awatershed with 
sandstone and decomposed soils on 
the West and volcanic soils on the East.  
It’s an abrupt and demanding 
landscape that does not suffer 
fools or lazy people lightly. Things 
struggle to grow here, and it shows.   

SoilsRegion &
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According to Thinus the picking was purely  decided based 
on “logistical ripeness”.  For the rest of us who like bounce 
around words like alcoholic or phenolic ripeness, logistical 
ripeness is when you have a truck / driver / cellar available 
all at the same time!  Loving the honesty ;) 

It is not everyone’s favourite grape, but 
this wine needs... ney... deserves proper 
inspection and respect.

There is minimal oak intervention in the 
wine, as the fruit is the king here; and 
for that fact alone we salute captain 
Kruger.

Made from a old block of Pinotage somewhere 
in the hinterland that is Clanwilliam, the Fram 
Pinotage is a beautifully crafted and delicate wine.

As he plays down the simplicity of his 
process, he has a very precise and deep 
understanding of the chemistry involved 
in making wine.  So don’t be fooled by 
the light hearted demeanour, this is an 
intellectual polymath we are dealing with.

Creme Soda - why spoil the world’s most noble 
drink with wine?? 

Bad pairing ideas


